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Abstract
A new approach is proposed for acquiring parallel resources by expanding seeds (some high-quality
parallel sentence pairs) in the same page. Speciﬁcally, given a bilingual web page, the method is composed
of three challenging tasks: 1) page’s content structure is detected for adaptive viewing on its main data
region; 2) some high-quality parallel sentence pairs in the main data region are selected as seeds for the
next task; 3) wrappers for mining parallel resources are learnt by expanding the seeds. We identify and
extract more parallel resources in the same page using the learnt wrappers. Our method can be applied
to web documents written in any markup language and in any human language. The test is based on
500 bilingual web pages randomly selected from 12 popular English learning web sites, which gets a high
F-score of 85.68%. The experimental results show that our method is quite promising.
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1

Introduction

Parallel resource are critical for many NLP applications, such as machine translation and cross
language information retrieval. There have been extensive studies on parallel data extraction
from parallel monolingual web pages of some bilingual web sites[1, 2]. Candidate parallel web
pages are acquired by making use of URL strings or HTML tags, then the translation equivalence
of the candidate pairs are veriﬁed via content based features.
However, we observe that parallel resources may exist not only in two parallel monolingual web
pages, but also in single bilingual web pages. People create such web pages for various reasons.
For example, there are many English learning pages containing consistently formatted bilingual
sentences (see Figure 1). The page∗ lists the most common oral sentences in English and their
Chinese translation to facilitate English learning. To acquire bilingual web pages automatically,
an eﬀective method has been proposed in [3] by making use of search engines.
Based on these bilingual web pages, we use a seed-expansion method to mine interesting parallel
resources based on the observation that parallel data usually appear collectively and follow similar
formatting styles.
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Fig. 1: A snapshot of a bilingual web page

2
2.1

Related Work
Bilingual data mining from the web

As far as we know, most existing studies, such as [1], extract bilingual sentences from mined
parallel documents using sentence alignment method. Munteanu[4] proposes a method to discover
bilingual sentences in comparable corpora.
Cao[5] and Lin[6] propose methods to extract term translations based on the observation that
translations of terms are often annotated in a pair of parentheses in many bilingual web pages,
like “c1 c2 . . . cn(e1 e2 . . . em)”. However, the method may miss a lot of translations in the web.
Jiang[7] uses an adaptive pattern-based method to mine interesting parallel data based on
the observation that parallel data usually appear collectively and follow similar surface patterns.
Hong[8] attempts to directly search sentence pairs from the Web. We tackle the problem by
formulating good search query using “Learning to Rank” and by ﬁltering noisy document pairs.

2.2

Vision-based web page segmentation

Deng[9] proposes a top-down segmentation method called VIPS to extract page’s semantic structure based on its visual presentation. Such semantic structure is a hierarchical structure represented as a tree, in which each node corresponds to a block.
As to the high-level content block detection, Chen[10] proposes a method based on the HTML
DOM tree, which gives the position and dimension information for each node in the DOM tree.
Their high-level structure contains one or more of the following blocks: header, footer, left (right)
side bar and body. Extracting the high-level content structure is to determine what extracted
visual block falls into which high-level region. For instance, a side bar region depends on the
width of the web page. So they deﬁne the left 1/4 part of a web page to be the left side bar
region, and right 1/4 part to be the right side bar region.
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Wrapper-based set expansion

Set expansion refers to expanding a given partial set of objects into a more complete set, which is
closely related to the problem of unsupervised relation learning from the web[11]. Google SetsTM
is a well-known example of a web-based set expansion system, which is a proprietary method that
may be changed at any time. Richard[12] proposes a method called SEAL, which uses a novel
technique to automatically construct wrappers that contains the seed sets. Such wrappers that
bracket at least one occurrence of every seed on the page are learnt. Then they get all entity
candidates from the extracted entity mentions by such wrappers.

3

Overview of the Proposed Method

Web documents are usually structured consistently within the same page but not across multiple
pages. For one bilingual web page, we try to mine parallel resources within it by learnt wrappers.
As illustrated in Figure 2, our system is comprised of three major components: the Page Analyzer,
the Seed Extractor, and the Wrapper Constructor.
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Fig. 2: Overview of the method

4
4.1

The Page Analyzer
Vision based page segmentation

VIPS algorithm utilizes the fact that semantically related contents are often grouped together, and
the entire page is divided into diﬀerent regions using visual separators such as images, lines, font
sizes, blank areas, etc. VIPS iteratively uses DOM structure and visual cues for block extraction,
separator detection and content structure generation.
In our method, VIPS algorithm is applied to a given web page to get an initial content structure
tree. Considering each node of a tree as a unit semantic block, then we check the block belongs
to which high-level region.
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High-level structure detection

In this paper, the high-level structure of one page would contain one of the following two kind
blocks: Body and Non-Body. Extracting the high-level content block is to determine what visual
blocks falls into which high-level region. We try to detect the high-level structure of a web page
by a SVM classiﬁer, and all the features used are shown in Table 1.
In Table 1, Shape(B) is the shape of block based on height/width. RePos(B) is the relative
position of the block’s center point in the page. Per(IMG), Per(L), Per(LT), Per(T) and Per(ET)
are relative feature functions about the inner images, hyper links, link texts, plain texts and the
English texts in the given block. When creating a web page, Non-Body region usually has a lot
of links or images and Body region usually locates in the most obvious part of a web page with
main content. In this paper we only focus on blocks occupied by Body region, which can reduce
the noise impacts. For easy reference, we will call the Body region as data region.

Table 1: All the features used in high-level structure detection
Features
1
2

Shape(B) =

P er(IM G) =

4

P er(L) =

5

P er(LT ) =

6

P er(T ) =

7

P er(ET ) =

5.1

B(h)
B(w)

x) B(c y)
ReP os(B) = ( B(c
, P (h) )
P (w)

3

5

Remarks

B(IM G)
P (IM G)

B(L)
P (L)

B(LT )
B(T )

B(T )
P (T )

Block:
B(h) and B(w) are the height and width of the block
(B(c x), B(c y)) is the coordinate of block’s center point.
B(IMG) is the number of images in the block.
B(L) is the number of links in the block.
B(T) is the length of plain texts in the block.
B(LT) is the length of link texts in the block.
B(ET) is the length of English texts in the block.
Page:
P(h) and P(w) are the height and width of the page.
P(IMG) are the number of images in the page.
P(L) is the number of links in the page.

B(ET )
B(T )

The Seed Extractor
Preprocessing

We ﬁrstly cut the input texts into continuous segments by language before extracting seeds, such
as …CECCCEECE…(C and E stand for Chinese and English terms respectively).
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Seed extracting

The adjacent segment pairs are ﬁltered by length-based trimming and word-overlap ﬁltering.
Pairs that meet the length-based threshold and with higher translation scores are selected as
seeds for wrapper’s construction.
(1) Length-based measure. In [13], the length measure is based on the assumption that each
word in one language, L1, gives rise to a random number of words in the other language,
L2. They assume these random variables are independent and distributed identically with a
normal distribution. The model is then speciﬁed by the mean, c, and variance, s2, of this
distribution, c is the expected number of characters in L2 per character in L1 and s2 is the
variance of the number of characters in L2 per character in L1. They deﬁne:
l2 − l1 ∗ c
τ= √
l1 ∗ s 2

(1)

We calculate c and s2 with 6,500 pairs of Chinese-English sentences, and get the value 1.03
and 0.426 respectively and get the σthreshold between -4.722 15.27. We testify 50 newly web
pages and ﬁnd that the precision and recall promising, so the length ratio calculator manner
is robustness
(2) Word-Overlap measure. Word overlap judges the similarity of Chinese term and English term.
The similarity Score(c res,e res) of Chinese term and English term is based on word-overlap
as following:
∑p
M ax(Sim(ci , ej ))
Score(c res, e res) = i=1
(2)
ϕ
where the denominator is p+q, where p stands for the length of Chinese term and q is the
length of English term. In addition, ci stands for the ith word of Chinese term and ej stands
for the jth word of English term. Sim(ci , ej ) in [14] stands for the similarity of ci and ej . We
rank all sentence pairs by Score(c res, e res) and choose top N pairs as valuable seeds.

6
6.1

The Wrapper Constructor
Algorithm

The information in semi-structured documents will be formatted quite diﬀerently on diﬀerent
pages, but fairly consistently within a single page. For each selected seed, let si,j be the jth
occurrence of ith seed. Let the left context li,j and right context ri,j be the part of d preceding
si,j and following si,j . Let the middle context mi,j be the part of d between Chinese and English
sentence. In this paper, li,j and ri,j only consist of HTML tags, like <TagName>. One wrapper
consists of three character strings, which specify the left, right and the middle context necessary
for extracting parallel resources. For each pair of li,j and ri,j :
(1) Context acquiring. All possible suﬃxes of li,j and all preﬁxes of ri,j are conceptually
extracted; they are referred to as full suﬃxes and full preﬁxes respectively. We treat an
HTML tag as a single unit when we extract all suﬃxes and all preﬁxes.
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(2) Candidate wrapper construction. We simply concatenate any two elements in full suﬃxes
and full preﬁxes as the left and right context of one newly candidate wrapper. All candidates
have the same middle context mi,j
(3) Candidate wrapper ranking. With the aim of cutting down the wrapper learning time,
all the newly derived wrappers should be ordered by the number of tags in the left context,
while some wrappers have the same left context they will be ordered by the number of tags
in the right context.
(4) Candidate wrapper filtering. We deal with all the candidate wrappers by established
order. If one candidate can bracket at least T pairs on the page, it will be selected as a desired
wrapper, and other candidate wrappers constructed by the same seed will be removed.
Our approach is completely character-based and does not assume any language and domain. Also,
we don’t impose any limit on the length of the contextual strings nor do we require any parser.

6.2

Example

To simplify the wrapper construction process, suppose we select top 3 sentence pairs as seeds
from the example page (in Figure 1), which are “Really good…excited) 非常好…兴奋）”. Table
2 lists a context wrapper constructed by acquired contexts, with “[C]”and “[E]” representing the
parallel sentence pairs. By this wrapper almost all parallel data in this page can be mined.
Table 2: Wrappers constructing from example page
Wrapper constructed from S1: < divclass = “langse n” > [E] < br/ >
< /div >< divclass = “langsc n” > [C] < br/ >< /div >
Extractions:
I’m alright-a bit tired. 我还好，就是有点累。
Really good, thanks. I’m getting excited for the weekend. (Then explain why you’re excited)
非常好，谢谢。我正为周末感到兴奋呢。（然后可以解释自己为何兴奋）
Can’t complain! 好得没话说！

7
7.1

Experiments and Results
Evaluation on a human made test data set

We randomly select 500 bilingual web pages from 12 popular Chinese web sites and label all
experimental data manually.
As mentioned before, we select top N seeds with higher translation score to construct wrappers,
and as well as when selecting desired wrappers, we choose such candidates that bracket at least
T pairs on the page. We aim to ﬁnd a proper T, which is adaptive to diﬀerent web pages. In
order to extract more parallel resources, we set T to be 2. It is intuitive that the smaller T is,
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the more the noises are. However, the products of wrappers are parallel sentence pairs with ﬁxed
middle context (acquired from seeds), which as well as are occupied in the data region. Based
on the high-quality bilingual web pages collected by the method in [6], noises may be introduced
with low possibility. The result shows that our F-score is acceptable. Compared to the method
in [12], they train a classiﬁer to select good patterns from candidates, but it is time and space
consuming.
We study how the parameters N inﬂuence the performance of our method. The result is given
in Table 3 based on their diﬀerent settings. The model achieves satisfactory results when N ≥ 4.
Table 3: Performance of diﬀerent N
N P (%) R(%) F − score(%)
1

49.83

74.96

59.86

2

64.97

80.22

71.79

3

71.63

85.24

77.84

4

78.01

87.14

82.32

5

82.23

89.44

85.68

6

81.16

86.46

83.73

7

81.23

87.32

84.16

We select top N translation pairs as seeds for wrapper construction. As we know, the bigger
the N is, the more the noises are. The results also demonstrate that our method can get better
performance with higher value of N, which barely grows when N continuously increases. However,
if all parallel sentences’ translation score embedded by one wrapper are below N, we can not
construct the wrapper successfully.As we know, the patterns learnt with the method of [12] are
sensitive to the surface forms of sentence pairs, such as the punctuations in sentences and bullets
in front of pairs. Their method also gets both a high precision and recall, and as well as its
ﬁnal F-score is 79.9% about exact mining. Our proposed method aims to mine parallel data in
one page only by considering the layout similarity instead of taking the surface patterns into
consideration, which is the major diﬀerence.

8

Conclusions

This paper presents a wrapper based method to acquire parallel resources automatically from
bilingual web pages. The constructed wrappers are page, domain and language independent. A
classiﬁer is trained to detect the page’s high-level content structure which narrow down the data
region. We focus on the detected data region, which reduces noise (such as advertisements and
navigations) eﬀects on wrapper construction and wrapper-based mining. Experiments show that
our algorithm has good performance.
As a valuable resource for many NLP applications, such as machine translation and cross
language information retrieval, our method brings an eﬃcient and eﬀective solution to bilingual
language engineering.
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